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1. Accomplishments under the Grant

In the following we give an overview of the work completed under grant AFOSR-90-0080 since December 1, 1989. The research concerned the numerical solution of bifurcation and nonlinear eigenvalue problems for parameter-dependent partial differential equations and systems. The scope of the research is rather wide, stressing the development, study, and implementation of computational methods for several classes of difficult nonlinear problems, but, also including the derivation of analytic results in cases where these questions had not been settled before.

This grant was a continuation and extension of grant AFOSR-84-0315. This earlier grant had resulted in 26 papers over a 5-year period. The present grant resulted in the publication of 18 papers in refereed journals or refereed high-quality proceedings volumes and of one book. Several of the 26 papers generated under the earlier grant were listed as “to appear” in the final report for that grant. They all have appeared but are not listed here again. Instead, for simplicity, we refer to the papers and books produced under the present grant by giving the corresponding number in the list of all our publications which is a part of the attached curriculum vitae.
2. Major Areas of Completed Research

A rough classification of the research completed under the current grant would identify two major areas given below with the resulting publications. To keep the report concise we mainly list the relevant papers and comment shortly on additional work not reflected in those.

2.1 Development of computational methods for and study of free boundary problems for partial differential equations

The following papers were published in the respective sub-areas:

(a) Variational Inequalities: [54, 57, 58]
(b) Capillary Surfaces: [56, 60, 65, 68]

2.2 Stability of thermocapillary flows, efficient numerical solution and continuation for nonlinear partial differential equations

The following papers were published in the respective sub-areas:

(a) Thermocapillary convection: [55, 59, 61–64, 66, 67, 69–71]
(b) Efficient solution of PDEs: [1] (see below)

The work on 2.1(a),(b) was a continuation of earlier work, partly leading to a certain completion, as was, for example, documented in the survey work [57].

The work in 2.2(a) was also a continuation of research just begun at the end of the previous grant. Here, however, in a series of 11 papers alone major results were obtained settling the question of both energy and linear stability bounds for thermocapillary convection in the float-zone model of crystal growth, in particular under microgravity conditions and for realistic materials. The last paper cited, [71], contains a variety of computational and graphical results not given before. While the float-zone model will not further be investigated, thermocapillary convection, due to its increasing importance, will be subject of our future research. AFOSR, however, turned down a proposal which had this as a major component.

For 2.2(b) we only list one upcoming publication which we did not coauthor, but to which we have continued to contribute in a substantial way as is reflected in the Introduction and the Acknowledgements.


In addition, I presented my research at many colloquia and conference talks. Most of this is listed in the CV.
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  Multigrid Methods, Oberwolfach, Germany.

  Fundamental Problems in Mechanics, Leipzig, Germany.
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  Mathematical Modeling and Simulation of Electric Circuits, Oberwolfach, Germany.
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Workshop on Continuation and Bifurcations: Numerical Techniques and Applications, Leuven, Belgium.
Miniconference on Newton-like Methods for Large-Scale Nonlinear Methods, Logan, Utah.

1990 Fourth International Conference on Computational and Applied Mathematics, Leuven, Belgium.
Contributions to the Numerics of Partial Differential Equations, Darmstadt, Germany.
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PUBLICATIONS OF HANS D. MITTELMANN


47. A free boundary problem and stability for the rectangular plate (with E. Miersemann), Math.


49. The augmented Skeleton method for parametrized capillary surfaces, in Proceedings of the

50. On the stability in obstacle problems with applications to the beam and plate (with E.

51. Energy stability of thermocapillary convection in a model of the float-zone, crystal-growth
process (with Y. Shen, G.P. Neitzel and D. F. Jankowski), J. Fluid Mech. 217, 639-660

52. Computing stability bounds for thermocapillary convection in a crystal-growth free boundary
problem, in “Free Boundary Problems,” K.-H. Hoffmann, J. Sprekels (eds.), ISNM 95, 165-

53. Stability of Marangoni convection in a microgravity environment, in “Continuation and
Bifurcations: Numerical Techniques and Applications,” D. Roose, B. De Dier, and A.

54. The nonlinear beam via optimal control with bounded state variables (with H. Maurer),

55. A large sparse and indefinite generalized eigenvalue problem from fluid mechanics (with C.

56. Computation of parametrized capillary surfaces, in “Contributions to the Numerics of Partial
Differential Equations,” THD Schriftenreihe Wissenschaft und Technik, vol. 52, 187-202,

57. Stability and continuation of solutions to obstacle problems (with E. Miersemann), J. Comp.

58. Stability in obstacle problems for the von Karman plate (with E. Miersemann), SIAM J.

59. Stability of thermocapillary convection in float-zone crystal growth (with C. Law, D.F.
Jankowski, G.P. Neitzel), in “Numerical Methods for Free Boundary Problems,” P.

60. Bifurcation of axially symmetric capillary surfaces (with U. Hornung), J. Colloid Interface Sci.

61. Stability and instability of thermocapillary convection in models of float-zone crystal growth

62. Energy stability of thermocapillary convection in a model of the float-zone crystal-growth
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